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 The publication’Through words and music, this beautifully designed established offers a renewal of faith to
anyone fighting grief.s greatest visionary leaders, are collection to primary soul-stirring music, creating an
atmosphere of rest, insight, and recovery.s heartfelt words, from some of the world’ Created by the
cofounders of the Companion Arts Base, Graceful Passages addresses styles of letting move, closure,
expressing love, forgiveness, appreciation of existence, and continuity of spirit from different perspectives
and faith traditions. Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish clergy are represented and also Native American,
Confucian, and Buddhist voices, creating a truly multifaith resource. A compelling musical score, created by
a pioneering curing music artist and award-winning composer, beautiful still-life photos, and elegant design
create a soft invitation for the reader and listener to reflect upon what counts most in life.
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Wonderfully peaceful experience When I got my diagnosis of cancer, I instantly connected it with the
possibility of death. Both of my massage therapists, on hearing my duplicate, have gone out and bought their
very own to use in their practice and to give to others.. We are afraid, that is why. But hundreds of thousands
upon thousands of people have been through it, and have gone before us, and we will die.I know there's the
possibility the cancer could come back. I am blessed with almost 3 years now cancer free of charge, and I
have lived this time as part of your before. It is transformational message and music. And oddly, were it not
for the cancer, these things, these blessings, would never have occurred.I no more try to figure out why these
CDs are thus powerful;. I won't be studied by shock because I allowed myself to think about it, and actually
to speak about it. This book Helps Graceful Passages Graceful Passages is usually a collection of thoughts
on dying, written and spoken by people that come from different perspectives and associated with simply
gorgeous music. The music provides profound convenience and peace. rather there is a sacredness to it.I
agree wholeheartedly. Love it and . And really, if we are separated by death, it's only for a short time. Our
lives here are as a puff of a breeze, they go that quickly. combined with the loving webpages inside the
publication are something I am hoping everyone can use if they are around those who are moving from our
world into the next. I really want nothing to do with conflict. This is a waste materials of precious breath.
And it's also a waste of time and energy to spend so much time fearing death, rather than arriving at peace
with it, to be able to truly live.I ran across a beautiful youtube video "The End of Suffering" with Thich Nhat
Hanh, and didn't realize it had been from a publication/CD compilation that had other authors speaking and
beautiful music also. It's known as "Graceful Passages - a companion for living and dying".Death is an end
to all or any life and you have to surround yourself with understanding and supporters. One CD provides
various people talking on the music, and the other CD is simply the music. I visited sleep peacefully
yesterday evening hearing the music and it’s a convenience to possess friendly voices speaking such
peaceful words. Transforming pain into peace I've had my Graceful Passages "companion" for several years
and have given this set many occasions. It is appropriate for folks of many faiths.We was just researching a
publication on grief and dying and somebody had commented that they didn't look after the publication and
felt Graceful Passages was the best resource available for coping with death.My spiritual studies have
brought me to a location of stillness, that the afterlife will be among utter peace and connection with those I
have cherished here, and being with God in ways so beyond what we are able to comprehend here.There is
something unworldly wonderful approximately Graceful Passages that speaks to people of all walks of life
and all faith backgrounds. It fully breaks open up the heart, specifically the broken heart, and facilitates wish
and healing. I see nothing morbid in this conversation;But yet I've prepared for the possibility.I have trained
with more situations than I love to remember and each and every recipient has said it has helped them
immensely.I generally listen to the music just CD and allow it talk with my heart. I love even more both
CD's, one with the thoughts being examine with music in the backdrop, the other being just the music. I am
simply grateful they are obtainable. Since then I've given many copies to friends, healthy and loving friends
and the ones who are at the end of life and those who are coping with this reduction. I don't believe that's
unreasonable. I count the blessings, the wonderful things that have happened especially in the past two
years.I keep extras in my home to talk about and generally send this to close friends dealing with pain and
loss. with it's CD of beautiful music, poetry and spirit oh yes, here is another book, unfortunately, I've
bought by the dozens! The reason why I say unfortunately is just that I've had too many friends pass away in
the past five years..I also use this CD during therapeutic massage and meditation and frequently drift off to
it. This book, with it's CD of gorgeous music, poetry and spirit.Not the most pleasant of subjects, but why do
we suppress it, deny it, won't chat about it? A pal gave me my first copy to help me grieve for the loss of my
dear business partner.So when We hear of conflict, I think what a waste of the short time we have here. A
Jewel if you are Dying, Being a Companion for Someone Dying or Grieving the Loss of a Loved One! This
book has been heartbalm for my journey in grief. I really like the various applying for grants dying and



death. However, I've paid attention to the spoken CD more than enough that I could "hear" the heart of the
message givers even when listening to music only. I have shared this reserve with many friends and
colleagues. Easily makes my set of favorite books I will keep for the rest of my entire life. So there is
nothing to dread.... This book can help Give this to your pastor/rabbi/priest/imam/preacher... May it bring as
very much peace to you as it must me. I've expressed my wishes to my hubby, so they're respected. This is a
treasure to share with a person who is dying, in addition to a treasure for the living. I have bought Graceful
Passages again and again for people facing loss of life and their own families, and everybody loves it. We
played it many times in my own mother's room as she was dying. Each piece is usually is so peaceful, easing
fears of the unidentified. I pay attention to it and usually find it inspiring. I cannot imagine why I waited so
long to do an assessment.. I have considered how I would respond to a recurrence of cancer, what I'd want
done, etc. Five Stars these text messages have such a relaxing effect on me, Stunningly beautfiul Stunningly
beautiful support for the end-of-life and just before. Five Stars Have provided countless copies away Five
Stars Outstanding. Five Stars perfect for a person who is looking for help after the lack of someone close.
Five Stars Love, love, love it?
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